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Breaking: Senate Passes Russia, Iran, North Korea
Sanctions Bill, 98-2!
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Minutes ago the US Senate passed HR 3364, the Countering America’s Adversaries Through
Sanctions Act by a massive 98 yeas to two nays. Opposing the bill  were Sens. Bernie
Sanders (I-VT) and Rand Paul (R-KY). The bill passed in the House by 419-3 on Tuesday, with
Reps Massie (R-KY), Amash (R-MI), and Duncan (R-TN) opposing. 

The new sanctions bill ties President Trump‘s hands on foreign policy, as he will be forced to
ask Congress for permission to ease the measures.

Speaking in favor of the legislation, Sen. Bob Menendez (R-NJ) cited the need to send Russia
a message that it cannot meddle in US elections, that it cannot annex Crimea, that it cannot
invade Ukraine, and that it cannot indiscriminately kill women and children in Syria.

Those of us living in the actual  real  world recognize that the first count remains unproven
and the remaining counts are simply fatuous, fact-free bluster by Washington’s uninformed,
group-thinking,  foreign  policy  elites.  Fueled  by  the  millions  coming  in  to  the  military-
industrial complex.

The House and Senate passed “Countering America’s Adversaries Through Sanctions Act”
now goes to President Trump’s desk, where he faces a damned if he does and damned if he
doesn’t scenario. A veto would certainly be over-ridden, handing the president a bitter bi-
partisan  blow  that  would  likely  end  whatever  aspirations  he  may  retain  to  keep  his
campaign promises to get along better with Russia. Similarly, signing the bill signs a death
warrant for any foreign policy different than the one served up by the neocons for decades:
create  enemies;  push  war  propaganda;  collect  massive  checks  from military  industrial
complex; demonize any American refusing to go along; repeat, adding bombs as necessary.

Checkmate, President Trump.
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